The Alternative TV Show Title Quiz
This quiz is quite simple; all you have to do is guess the television show title from the alternative description given.
For example, ‘assigned task too difficult’ is Assigned task (mission) task too difficult (impossible). If you have any
suggestions for other 'alternative' titles, you should follow these guidelines:

The TV show must be well known.
The alternative title should cover all the words in the TV show title in the correct order.
The alternative title should not contain any of the words in the original title, but the odd 'of' or 'I' is only allowed as
a last resort.
The TV show title should only contain words and no names unless an alternative clue can be given for the name.

The Questions
1. Causing pleasure 24 hours.
2. Organization for maintaining law and order team.
3. Having spouse in company of young human beings.
4. Emotionally close somebodies.
5. Somebody medically qualified introduces question.
6. Medieval soldier of high rank on horse or bike.
7. Definitive not very old single units.
8. Adult male humans acting in an acceptable way poorly.
9. Solely unintelligent people in addition to four-legged animals.
10. Bloodshot medically small person.
11. Mislaid indicates place interval of time.
12. Opposite south of the equator contact with something.
13. Definitive next day human beings collectively.
14. Adding emphasis excellent.
15. Enough room year before turn of the 21st century.
16. Curved inlet of sea observe.
17. Definitive exactors of punishment for something.
18. Outstanding decorative patterns.
19. Ceremony of crowning public road in town.
20. Something getting higher moist.
Note: This quiz may not be reproduced electronically in part or in whole without permission from the webmaster@Orchardoo.com. The concept of the ‘Alternative
Title’ quiz is the sole work of Orchardoo.com and does not imply endorsement of any other product or service in its use. Errors and omissions accepted, and if you
are still reading the small print instead of trying the quiz then you should get out more often.
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The Alternative TV Show Title Quiz
The Answers
1. Causing pleasure 24 hours

Happy Days

2. Organization for maintaining law and order team

Police Squad

3. Having spouse in company of young human beings

Married With Children

4. Emotionally close somebodies

Friends

5. Somebody medically qualified introduces question

Doctor Who

6. Medieval soldier of high rank on horse or bike

Knight Rider

7. Definitive not very old single units

The Young Ones

8. Adult male humans acting in an acceptable way poorly

Men Behaving Badly

9. Solely unintelligent people in addition to four-legged animals

Only Fools And Horses

10. Bloodshot medically small person

Red Dwarf

11. Mislaid indicates place interval of time

Lost In Space

12. Opposite south of the equator contact with something

Northern Exposure

13. Definitive next day human beings collectively

The Tomorrow People

14. Adding emphasis excellent

Absolutely Fabulous

15. Enough room year before turn of the 21st century

Space 1999

16. Curved inlet of sea observe

Baywatch

17. Definitive exactors of punishment for something

The Avengers

18. Outstanding decorative patterns

Grand Designs

19. Ceremony of crowning public road in town

Coronation Street

20. Something getting higher moist

Rising Damp
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